
Description of the Privilege Plan «olatakala» - Phase C 
 

1. The present plan is designed for current residential customers who have one or more 
of the following Cyta services: Fixed telephony (analogue, BBT-Home), Mobile 
Telephony (RED plans, Vodafone Mobile Broadband pay monthly plans 2GB or greater), 
Cytanet (Internet Home products), Cytavision (Full Pack product). 
 
2. The customers who choose to maintain one or more of the following services for a 
period of 24 consecutive months from the date of the present application, will be 
entitled to the following privileges according to the service for which they have 
committed: 
 
2.1 Participation in the plan with a commitment on the Fixed Telephony 
service 
Provision of 300 minutes for international calls, to fixed or mobile destinations for all 
European Union countries, every day from 20:00 at night to 08:00 of the next morning, 
with an extra charge of €5,00 per month per circuit/VoIP number (VAT is included).  
 
The international calls from fixed telephony cannot exceed 300 minutes per circuit/VoIP 
number in a given month.  
 
After the exhaustion of the 300 minutes per month, the customer will be charged 
according to the existing international rates.  
 
International calls via the 1018 service and via Direct International Telephony via IP, 
are included in the 300 minutes.  
 
By calling free 80008088 customers can be informed about their usage of international 
minutes for the current month. 
 
2.2 Participation in the plan with a commitment on the Cytanet service 
Free provision of up to six live football matches of the Cyprus league, until the end of 
2016, through Cytanet’s “live streaming” service (42 credits). 
 
2.3 Participation in the plan with a commitment on the Cytavision Full Pack 
service 
Free provision of the liveSports service on a mobile device with a pay monthly 
Cytamobile-Vodafone plan. 
 
2.4 Participation in the plan with a commitment on the Vodafone Mobile 
Broadband service  
- Free of charge the R207 router for internet wireless access via the 3G mobile network 
or 
- Provision of the R216-Z router at the price of €35,00 for internet wireless access via 
the 3G/4G mobile network.  
 
The routers cannot be returned or be exchanged with any other products and they are 
non-transferable. 
 
3. Existing customers of RED plans with 12month or 24month commitments, can select 
an international calls package, of 100 or 200 minutes, to fixed or mobile destinations 



for all European Union countries, with €5,00 or €10,00 per month respectively (VAT is 
included).  
 
After the exhaustion of the minutes, the customer will be charged according to the 
existing international rates.  
 
Customers can be informed about their usage of international minutes for the current 
month by sending SMS “PLAN” to 8000. 
  
4. It is noted that in the countries that are included in the international 
packages, certain prefixes with premium charges are excluded from the 
international packages (e.g. calls to special services, audiotex calls).    
 
5. Customers that participate in the plan will be able to commit to an additional service 
during the current 24month commitment period and accordingly they will be entitled to 
the relevant privileges if these are still available.  
 
6. In the case of termination, temporary disconnection or transfer of any committed 
service before the end of the 24-month commitment period, the related to the service 
privileges will be terminated. 
 
7. In the case of termination, temporary disconnection or transfer of the Fixed 
telephony service, before the end of the 24-month period, an amount equal to €20 will 
be charged per circuit/VoIP number. In case of termination of the international calls 
pack from fixed telephony, before the end of the 24-month period, an amount equal to 
€20 will be charged, per circuit/VoIP number. In case of termination, temporary 
disconnection or transfer of the Vodafone Mobile Broadband service, before the end of 
the 24-month period, an amount equal to €20 will be charged. 
 
8. Customers using the temporary disconnection facility for Fixed Telephony, Internet 
and Cytavision services are not eligible to participate to this Plan unless they first 
terminate the above mentioned facility.  
 
9. Customers that are participating in Phase A or B of the Plan, can participate in Phase 
C with additional commitment of services that are not participating in Phase A and B. 
Terms and conditions of the Phase A and B are available here. The privileges relating to 
(a) the international calls packages (Phase C), (b) Cytanet coupons for purchasing 
Laptop or Tablet (Phase A & B) and (c) the purchase of  “wireless alarm system"(Phase 
B) are excluded from the termination of service commitments. 

 
10. Applications to participate in the plan can be submitted from the 7th of April 2016 
onwards until a specific maximum number of participations in the plan is reached. 
Applications for participation to the Plan (and acceptance of the terms & conditions) 
may be submitted by calling 132, online at www.cyta.com.cy, at Cytashops and at all 
stores of Cyta’s associates.  
 
11. Cyta reserves the right to amend the present terms. 
 
12. The services of the present plan are subject to the Uniform Agreement and the 
Special Terms of each service. 
 

https://www.cyta.com.cy/olatakala-previous-phases/en
http://www.cyta.com.cy/


13. All Cyta employees and Cyta subsidiaries’ employees are eligible to participate in 
the Plan of the international call packages from fixed and mobile phone (service 
number). 

 
14. In the case of transfer of ownership due to death, the services can be transferred 
to a new customer and the 24-month commitment will be terminated. No charge will be 
imposed. 
 
Exceptions / Clarifications regarding Fixed Telephony customers 
 
15. Fixed telephony customers with special tariff plans (aimed at low-income individuals 
and those with special social needs) are eligible to participate in the present Plan. 
 
16. Fixed telephony customers that are already participating in Phase A and B of the 
Plan, can also participate in Phase C. 
 
17. The international call package will be valid after the completion of the order. The 
call charging will be per minute. 
 
18. Minutes that are not consumed within the monthly billing period cannot be 
transferred to the next month.  
 
Exceptions/Clarifications regarding Mobile Telephony customers with 
monthly RED plans. 
 
19. Cyta employees may participate to the plan with the international call packages 
from their service mobile phone. Applications can be submitted by calling 132 or at 
Cytashops. 
 
20. The international call packages will be put into effect from 24:00 hours of the night 
that the order will be completed. The calls will be charged per minute. 
 
21. Minutes that are not consumed within the monthly billing period cannot be 
transferred to the next month. 
 
Exceptions / Clarifications regarding customers of the Vodafone Mobile 
Broadband service (pay monthly plans 2GB or greater) 
 
22. There will be a free delivery of the routers when customers apply online or via 
Cyta’s associates. If they select the R216-Z router the amount of €35,00 will be 
charged on the next bill of the customer. 
 
Exceptions / Clarifications regarding Cytanet service 

  
23. Cytanet customers that are participating in Phase A or B of the Plan, can participate 
in Phase C if they first terminate the previous 24month olatakala commitment. Hence, 
according to the provision terms of the previous phases, if they are participating in 
Phase A, they will not benefit from the 24th free monthly subscription. If they are 
participating in Phase B, according to the participation date, they will not benefit from 
the 12th and 24th free monthly subscription and they will be charged an amount equal 
to €20 (it is only valid if they had committed for Fixed Telephony, Cytanet and 
Cytavision in Phase B). 



 
24. Customers paying special rates for Cytanet Internet Home products (special tariff 
packages for individuals with serious communication and/or mobility problems, 
students, members of the Pancyprian Organisation of Large Families and organized 
groups) are eligible to participate to the present Plan. The 2nd Internet Home product 
is excluded from participating in the plan. 
 
25. The live streaming codes will be automatically sent to eligible customers after the 
completion of the order (for participation to the Plan), at the e-mail they have stated on 
their application. 

 
Exceptions / Clarifications regarding Cytavision Full Pack service 

  
26. Cytavision Full Pack customers that are participating in Phase A or B of the Plan, 
can participate in Phase C if they first terminate the previous 24month olatakala 
commitment. Hence, according to the provision terms of the previous phases, if they 
are participating in Phase A, they will not benefit from the 24th free monthly 
subscription and they will be charged an amount equal to €20. If they are participating 
in Phase B, according to the participation date, they will not benefit the 12th and 24th 
free monthly subscription and they will be charged an amount equal to €20 (it is only 
valid if they had committed Fixed Telephony, Cytanet and Cytavision in Phase B). 
 
27. The liveSports service will be provided free of charge on a mobile device with a pay 
monthly Cytamobile-Vodafone plan after the commitment of Cytavision Full Pack 
service. Customers with a RED4 plan, already have the liveSports service for Free. 
 
28. The free provision of the liveSports service will be valid after the completion of the 
order for participation in the plan with Cytavision Full Pack.  
 
29. The Cytavision Full Pack service and the Cytamobile-Vodafone pay monthly plan for 
access to liveSports must belong to the same customer. During the 24month 
commitment of Cytavision Full Pack, the customers can change their mobile number 
calling at 132 or at Cytashop.   

 
Exceptions / Clarifications regarding all services 

 
30. During the 24-month commitment period, changes from one product to another of 
the same service (eg. change of analogue telephony to BBT-Home, change from higher 
to lower Internet speed, change of VMB pay monthly plan 2GB or greater, change of 
RED plan), shall be permitted. 

 
31. Customers who apply to participate to the Plan online via the website 
www.cyta.com.cy and their applications are not valid (due to incorrect data entry by 
the customer), will be referred to 132. 

 
 
 

http://www.cyta.com.cy/

